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Achieve Lightning-Fast Learning Speeds and Reach Your Dreams Faster!***Read This Book for

FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Download Now!***Is learning a drag? Does studying make you anxious

and frustrated? Do you ever wish you could just pick things up faster? No matter how hard you

study, the truth is, you won't realize your potential without the right methods.Learning 300% Faster:

25 Learning Techniques of Accelerated Learning Masters will teach you:â€¢8 strategies and

mindsets of the world's fastest learnersâ€¢10 advanced skill-acquisition techniquesâ€¢9

world-championship memory techniquesâ€¢And much more!Discover how to use the journey

memory method, even building a memory palace, how to quickly memorize vocabulary in any

language, how to deconstruct a skill and identify the most important parts to focus on, how to

sequence, use mind maps and NLP modeling, and how to adopt the mindset of learning

champions.Download Now to start learning 300% faster and stop wasting your time, money, and

energy on the slow, inefficient, outdated learning methods.Get it right â€” TODAYâ€” with Learning

300% Faster: 25 Learning Techniques of Accelerated Learning Masters.You'll be so glad you did!
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THERE ARE BETTER TOOOLS OUT THERE.If you have other books about speed learning,



memorization, or speed reading you have everything this author will say.In fact most of what is

written here seems to have been borrowed.

You won't find any author's original idea, but the book is a good mashup of topics and hacks around

learning techniques or stuff that will help you during your learning process. Is a curation of Tim

Ferris, Tony Buzan, memory champions, Tony Robins and some more. Good read. Will save you

time.

Wow, this book is PACKED with useful knowledge. First off, I'm an accelerated learning junkie...I'm

obsessed with maximizing efficiency when i learn new skills and I've been studying this topic for

years, reading dozens of books and watching hundreds of videos to get that extra edge (mostly in

my Mandarin and Portuguese). All BS aside, this author lists every single one of the top techniques

that I always recommend to people when they ask about my Chinese level (mind mapping,

mnemonic memory techniques, speed reading, etc.). It's like he read my mind. If you're just getting

started with accelerated learning, save yourself hundreds of hours searching through mediocre blog

posts for those techniques and get this book if you're serious about being a top performer in

whatever it is you do. The author basically already did all of the hard work for you.

I found this book to be a wonderful resource. I especially recommend the memory and speed

reading sections. If you are studying information for a college course or anything similar those

chapters alone are worth a bar of gold.Most of the negative comments here seem to be highlighting

the fact that the information can be found elsewhere, which is true, but that seems like a poor

reason to give this book a negative review. You wouldn't give a math textbook a negative review

because there are other math books out there that teach the same material. You would rate that

particular math book based on the clarity and accuracy with which it teaches the material.I found

this book communicates wonderfully useful material in a way that is very clear, very accurate, and

without a lot of unnecessary fluff. It gets to the point. It is organized well such that you can find what

you are looking for easily, pick out the action points easily, and apply them to your life to achieve

your goals.I am very glad I found this book, and will recommend it to others highly.

A fast paced read that shouldn't take more than a day to finish, this book is an quick introduction to

some of the most popular mnemonic devices and methods. It's a little short on actual execution, so

you'll have to do more research on some of the techniques, but all in all a good survey for the price.



I enjoy how the author uses the introduction to break down what each part of the book is about and

how to approach the book. That is very helpful, that just adds more clarity to the TOC. I think that it

is helpful to distinguish between incremental versus entity thinking, and I can completely empathize

with this polarity, depending on how confident I feel about the topic. The author asserts that a big

determinant of learning something is to refine your ability to relax after failures and push forward.

But I understand because I can get disappointed if things do not go as planned and the voice inside

tells me I can just quit or distract myself. Meditation time during these moments have helped me.

There is a lot of useful strategies inside of here and I am honestly surprised. It is a lot more than I

bargained for. A great book that I will be going back again and again to improve my mindset.

As a guy in the same field as this author (no, I have never met him), I can say this is a very useful

book for anyone interested in the idea of learning faster and remembering more. The techniques

shared here are well presented and cover what I've seen at various learning symposiums by

memory experts and speed readers. Here is the point that brought me to a personal Aha moment: I

completely changed my personal point of view of myself as a learner! (And this is amazing in that I

teach learning strategies and even have a book on the subject!). I noticed within me a deep-seated

negative belief about myself as a learner that I realized had been hidden in my subconscious since

school days. This negative belief completely vanished while reading the first pages of this book. I

then read through the rest of the book and recounted the popular techniques of how people can

learn and read faster. All pretty standard and well described until I got to the chapters on learning a

'new language' and 'presenting lectures without the use of notes.' These two chapters, for me, are a

wealth of information! I love these two chapters and will be immediately using this information on my

upcoming trip to Peru and for my lectures this fall. So...I suspect you too will get some gold nuggets

out of this book. Just start reading it and highlight the points you can start using now. There are a

few misspellings that suggest the book was not professionally edited but other than this, "Learning

300% Better" is a good read.
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